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Introduction 
Let R be a ring and a and b ideals of R such that an b = 0. In [4] I constructed an 
exact sequence 
a/a2@R*b/b2AK2(R,a)-*K2(R/b,a+ b/b)-0. 
In this article this sequence will be extended to the left to an exact sequence with two 
more terms as follows: 
K3(R,a)*K3(R/b,a+ b/b)+a/a2&~b/b2+K2(R,a) 
-*K2(R/b, a + b/b)+O. 
This is done by defining doubly relative K-groups which are intermediate between 
the ordinary relative K-groups. The doubly relative K, is a functor which assigns to 
a pair of ideals in a ring an Abelian group. 
In the case an b=O it will turn out that 
K2(R, a, b) z a/a2@RC b/b2. 
The extension of the exact sequence with the two relative K3 terms has also been 
proved independently by J.-L. Loday. He also constructs relative groups of higher 
order. His approach is via group cohomology, whereas in this paper nonabelian 
derived functors are used. 
In Section 5 a relativization of functors from rings to groups will be considered 
which yields the correct relative groups in many cases, but not for K3. However we 
will show that there is an exact sequence 
OdK$(R, a)-K3(R, a)-,a/a2@Rea/a2-+KI(R, a)+Kl(R, a)-+0 
in which Kj denotes this relativization of K3 and KS the Stein relativization of K2. 
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1. Higher algebraic K-theory 
1.1. The cotriple resolution. Let R be the category of rings which do not necessarily 
have a unity element. For X a set, F(X) is the free ring on X: its elements are 
polynomials without constant term and with the elements of Xas indeterminates. In 
an obvious way F determines a functor F: Ens-R, where Ens is the category of 
sets. This functor F is left adjoint to the forgetful functor CJ: RdEns which assigns 
to a ring its underlying set. To this pair of adjoint functors is associated a cotriple 
(= comonad) on the category R; it consists of 
the endofunctor FU( = G) of R, 
a functor morphism E : G-+1 (where I denotes the identity functor), 
a functor morphism 6 : G-+G2. 
The functor morphism E consists of the homomorphisms e(R) : FU(R)+R which 
are induced (via the adjunction) by the identity maps 1: U(R)-+ U(R). Let X be a 
set. The identity homomorphism F(X)+ F(X) induces a map q(X) : X+ UF(X). 
These maps form a functor morphism q : I-, UF. The functor morphism 6 is defined 
as FqU. For R E R the cotriple resolution F,(R) of R is the simplicial ring defined 
by: 
Fn(R)=G”+l(R) (nrO), 
the face homomorphisms are 
d~=GkeG”-k(R):F,,(R)-+Fn-~(R) (k=O,...,n), 
the degeneracy homomorphisms are 
sk=GkaGn-k(R): Fn(R)+Fn+l(R) (k=O,...,n). 
The simplicial ring depends functorially on R, or what amounts to the same, we 
have a functor 
F,: R+sR. 
(The notation SC is used to denote the category of simplicial objects in a category 
C.) 
1.2. Higher K-groups. Let R be a ring (in R). The group K,(R) is for n 2 3 defined 
as follows 
Kn(R) = nn-z(GLF,(R)). 
The groups Kz(R) and Kt(R) are defined by exactness of 
~~K~(R)~~oGLF,(R)~GL(R)~KI(R)-*I, 
the map in the middle being induced by GL(c(R)): GL(Fo(R))-GL(R). As 
explained in [4, Section 51 the group noGLF,(R) can be identified with St(R), the 
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Steinberg group of R. Obviously all these groups depend functorially on R. 
The fact that these groups coincide with the usual ones (Quillen K-theory) is far 
from obvious. An important step in the proof was made by Gersten [3]: Quillen K- 
groups vanish on free rings. Modulo this fact the proof was found by Anderson [l], 
see also (51. 
1.3. Relative K-groups. Let R’ be the category of ideals: its objects are pairs (R,a) 
where R is a ring (in R) and a an ideal of R; a morphism f: (R,a)+(S, b) is a 
ringhomomorphismf: R+S satisfyingf(a) c b. Let (R, a) E R’. Define F,(R, a) as the 
kernel of 
F,(R)+F,(R/a). 
Then the following is a short exact sequence of simplicial groups 
1 +GLF,(R,a)+GLF,(R)-+GLF,(R/a)+ 1. 
Relative groups are defined as follows: 
K,(R, a) = rrn -2GLF, (R, a) (for n 2 3), 
St(R, a) = noGLF,(R, a), 
K2(R, a) = Ker(St(R, a)+GL(a)), 
KI(R, a) = Coker(St(R, a)+GL(a)). 
1.4. The long exact sequence of an ideal. Associated to (R, a) E R’ is a long exact 
sequence of absolute and relative K-groups, which is obtained as the long exact 
sequence for the homotopy groups of GLF,(R, a), GLF,(R) and GLF,(R/a). More 
precisely, this sequence nds as follows: 
***+K3(R, a)-K3(R)-+K3(R/a)-+St(R, a)-+St(R)+St(R/a)+ 1. 
As an easy consequence of the well-known snake lemma the part consisting of the 
Steinberg groups can be replaced by 
+K2(R, a)-Kz(R)-Kz(R/a)+Kl(R,a)-+KI(R)+Kl(R/a). 
The functoriality of the constructions implies that also this long exact sequence 
depends functorially on (R, a). 
2. Doubly relative K-groups 
2.1. Let R” be the category of pairs of ideals; i.e. its objects are triples (R,a,b) 
consisting of a ring R (in R) and ideals a and b of R; a morphism f: (R, a, b)+ 
(R’, a’, b’) is a ringhomomorphism f: R-R’ satisfying f(a) 5 a’ and f(b) c b’. Let 
(R, a, 6) E R”. Define F, (R, a, b) as the intersection of F, (R, a) and F, (R, 6). Then the 
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following diagram has as rows and columns short exact sequences Of SimPlicial 
groups 
i 1 1 
I-GW*(R,a,b) -,GLF,(R,b)+GLF,(R/a,a+b/a)+I 
1 1 1 
1 -+ GLF. (R, a) -GLF.(R) -GLF,(K/a) -+l 
1 1 1 
l-*GLF,(R/b,a+b/b)-+GLF.(R/b)*GLF~(R/a+b) +l 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
The doubly relative groups are defined as follows: 
&CR, a, 6) = rrn - zGLF. (R, a, 6) (for n r 3), 
St(R, a, b) = noGLF.(R, a, b), 
K2(R, a, 6) = KerMR, a, b)-*GL(an b)), 
KI(R,u, b)=Coker(St(R,u, b)-GL(anb>>. 
2.2. Long exact sequences are again obtained as long exact sequences of homotopy 
groups. These sequences depend functorially on (R,a, b). In particular we have 
sequences 
and 
-*-+K3(R, a, b)+K3(R, a)+Ks(R/b, a + b/b)-+St(R, a, b) 
-St(R, a)+St(R/b, a + b/b)* 1 
+&(R/b,a + b/b)dRz(R, a, b)-+Kz(R, a)+Kz(R/b, a + b/b) 
-+K~(R,a,b)-+Kt(R,a)~Kt(R/b,a+b/b). 
3. Exact diagrams and right exact functors 
3.1. A diagram 
fo 
A’2PAh.A” 
/I 
in some category C satisfying hfo= hfl and f4f” =flf” = 1 ,.q will be abbreviated as 
A’-l,A -5 A”. 
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3.2. Definition. A diagram 
A’-/A h A” 
in Ens is called exact if 
(i) h is surjective; 
(ii) for each pair (x0,x1) E A2 satisfying IWO= /WI there exists an XB A’ such that 
fox=xo andfrx=xr. 
3.3. Definition. A diagram 
A’AA 
h 
- A” 
in a category C is said to be split if there exist morphisms r : A”dA and o : A+A’ 
such that 
hr= lA”, foa=sh and flu= IA. 
The pair (a, T) will be called a (C-)splitting for the diagram cf, h). 
3.4. I will list some properties of the notions exact and split. The proofs are not 
difficult. More details can be found in [4]. 
3.5. Proposition. Given the foflowing commutative diagram in Gr (the category of 
groups) 
in which x and h’ are surjective, the diagrams (J, I+u), V; h) and cf”, h”) are exact. 
Then the diagram (a, 4) is also exact. 
3.6. Proposition. Exact diagrams (in Ens) are Ens-split. 
3.7. Proposition. Diagrams in Gr, which are split as diagrams in Ens, are exact. 
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3.8. Proposition. Let the following diagram 
1-C -B-A -1 
be commutative in Cr. The rows are exact in the ordinary sense and also the column 
diagrams (f, r) and (g,s) are exact. Assume furthermore that (_f, r) and (g,s) have 
Ens-splittings (4, w) and (a, T) respectively such that aJo = @a and CYT = vu”. Then 
the diagram (h, t) is also exact. 
3.9. Definition. A diagram 
(R’, a’) = (R, a)*(R”, a”) 
in R’ is said to be exact if the induced diagrams 
R’=R+R” and af=ahaM 
are exact. (From Proposition 3.5 it follows that then also the induced diagram 
RI/a’= R/a-+R”/a” is exact.) 
3.10. Definition. A diagram 
(R’,a’, b’)=(R,a, b)+(R”, a”,b”) 
in R” is said to be exact if the induced diagrams 
R’*R-+R”, a’* a+a”, 
b’* b-‘b”, a’fTb’=+anb’a”nb” 
are exact. (From Proposition 3.5 it follows then that also the following induced 
diagrams are exact 
b’/a’nb’~b/anb~b”/a”nb”, 
a’/a’nb’~a/anb-)a”/a”nb”, 
RI/a’= R/adR”/a”, R’/b’~R/b--+R”/b”, 
R’/a’+b=R/a+b-+R”/a”+b”. ) 
3.11. Definition. Let A and B be categories in which the notion of exact diagram is 
defined. A functor F: A+B is said to be right exact if F preserves exact diagrams. 
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3.12. Proposition. Any functor G : Ens-G is right exact. 
Proof. This follows from the Propositions 3.6 and 3.7. 
3.13. Proposition. St : R+Gr is right exact [4, Corollary to Proposition 71. 
3.14. Proposition. St : R’+Gr is right exact. 
Proof. This follows from [4, Theorem 91. 
3.15. Theorem. St : R”+Gr is righf exact. 
Proof. Let the diagram 
(R’, a’, b’) = (R, a, b)*(R”, a”, b”) 
be exact in R”. From Proposition 3.12 it follows that the diagrams 
GLF,(R’)~GLF,(R)~GLF.(R”), 
GLF,(R’/a’)=GLF,(R/a)+GLF,(R”/a”) 
are dimensionwise xact in Cr. Then by Proposition 3.8 the diagram 
GLF,(R’, a’) = GLF,(R, a)+GLF,(R”, a”) 
is exact, and of course the same holds for 
GLF,(R’/b’, a’+ b’/b’) = GLF,(R/b, a + b/b)+GLF,(R”/b”, a” + b”W. 
Again by Proposition (3.8): 
GLF,(R’, a’, b’) = GLF,(R, a, b)+GLF,(R”, a”, 6”) 
is dimensionwise xact. In dimensions 0 and 1 we have a diagram 
GLFl(R’, a’, b’)= GLF](R, a, b)-tGLF,(RM, aM, b”) 
IT1 !I 1[1 
GLFo(R’, a’, b’) * GLFo(R, a, b)-+GLFo(R”, a”, 6”). 
Since noX of a simplicial set is defined by the exactness of 
Xl 3 X0+750X, 
we obtain a diagram 
St(R’, a’, 6’) = St(R, a, b)- St(R”, a”, b”) 
which is exact by Proposition 3.5. 
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4. The Steinberg group of a Cartesian pair of ideals 
4.1. Definition. A pair of ideals (R, a, b) E R” is said to be Cartesian if anb = 0, (or 
equivalently, if the diagram 
R - R/a 
I I 
R/b - R/a+b 
is Cartesian). 
4.2. In [4] I proved the following theorem (Theorem 14): 
Let a and b be ideals of a ring R with unit element, such that an b = 0. Then the 
following sequence is exact 
a/a2& b/b2 a Kz(R,a)+Kz(R/b,a+b/b)+O 
where Re = R @ R”P and w is given by 
w([4OIbl) = (m(b)*uzl(a)hl( -a). 
In this section I will prove: 
K2(R, a, b) = a/a2& b/b’. 
The long exact sequence in 2.2 then takes the form: 
K3(R,a)+K3(R/b,a+b/b)-+a/a2@~eb/b2+Kz(R,a) 
-+Kz(R/b, a + b/b)+O. 
4.3. Lemma. Let (R,a, b)ER” be Cartesian and suppose that the induced map 
f: (R, a) -+(R/b, a + b/b) in R’ has a section g. Then the sequence 
0da/a2@Reb/b2+Kt(R, a)+Kl(R/b, a + b/b)-+0 
is split exact. 
Proof. A retract K2(R,a)da/a2&e b/b2 will be obtained as the restriction of a 
homomorphism 
A : St(R, a)-+a/a2&e b/b’. 
In [4] I derived the following presentation of St(R, a): generators are pairs 
(a, Xi(U)). whereoESt(R), i,jEN, i#j, aEa, 
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(0, xj(a))(a, -q(b)) = (a, xij(u + b)), 
[(a,xii(a)),(a,xk/(b))] = 1 if ifl andjzk, 
[(6x&a)), (a,X;k(b))] =(O,Xik(Ob)) if if k, 
(ax&), x@)) = (0, x41)) if i # I and j+ k, 
(~Xij(~),Xjk(~))=(o,Xik(T(I))(CJ,X;k((I)) if if/c, 
(aXij(r),Xki(a)) = (G,Xkj( -ar))(O,Xki(a)) if k#j, 
(CJXiJ(b), xii(a)) = (09 Xti(b))(O,Xji(O))(O, Xlj( -b)) (C.7, b E a) 
([4, Theorem 121; the presentation given there is in terms of St(R)-groups: (a,~&)) 
corresponds with a*~&)). The homomorphism 1 is defined on generators as 
follows 
where (o>ji denotes the (i, i)-entry of the matrix underlying (gJ*a)- *a E St(R). As 
soon as we have proved that A can be extended to a homomorphism defined on 
St(R, a) we are through: 
~w~~~lO~~l~=~~~~l2~~~,~2I~~~~~~,~2I(-a))) 
=~~~10~~1~+~~-~100~=~a10[6]. 
It remains to prove that A preserves the defining relations. In order to do so observe 
that, if to> denotes the matrix underlying (g.f*a-‘)aE St(R), then 
(oxii(r)> = eli( -&f(r))(a>eij(r), 
and hence 
(~Xo(r)>k/=(~)k~ if k#i and /#j, 
(axij(r)>ik=(~)ik-_gfr(a)jk if k+j, 
(axij(r)>kj= (O)kj+ (O)kiT if k#i, 
(aXil(r)>ti= (O>i,+ (b)iif-gfr(a)jj. 
The verification is now straightforward. 
4.4. Theorem. Let (R, a, 6) E R” be cartesian. Then 
K2(R, a, 6) z a/a’@RC b/b2. 
Proof. Let R(b)i (i=O, 1) be the subring of R’+’ consisting of those (i+ I)-tuples 
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h . . . , T;) for which ro, . . . ,r; have the same image in R/b. Consider the following 
ideals 
bt=Oxb inR(b)t, 
bz=OxOx b in R(b)2, 
al=((u,a)laEa} inR(b)t, 
az= {(g,a,a)/a~a} in R(b)z. 
These rings and ideals form an exact diagram in R”: 
(R(b)z, a2, b2) A (R(b)t, at, 61) h (R, a, b) 
where f and h are defined by 
fo(ro, r1, T2) = VI, r2), fOh n) = h nY n), 
fl PO, n, r2) = (~0, f2), h(ro,n)=n. 
The exactness of the diagram is easily verified. 
According to Theorem 3.15 we obtain an exact diagram 
St(R(b)z, az, bz) ASt(R(b)t, al, bt) h. St(R, a, b). 
The homomorphisms (R(b)i, ai)+(R(b)i/bi, ai+ bi/bi) (i= 1,2) have sections: com- 
posed with the isomorphisms 
(R(b)z/bz, az+ bz/bz)+(R(b)r, al), 
(R(b)l/br,ar+bt/bt)+(R,a) 
they become 
(R(b)z, az)+(R(b)t, al), (ro, r1, r2) - vo, n), 
(R(b)r,at)-+(R,a), (ro,r1)-rl 
which have the sections (Q rr) - (re, rt, rl) and r- (T, r) respectively. BY Lemma 4.3 
St(R(b)z, (12, b2) and St(R(b) t, at, bt) are therefore isomorphic to az/at @R(b); 
62/b: and al/a: @Rcb); bt/b: respectively. It is easily verified that& fi andf’ induce 
isomorphisms between these groups. Moreover h induces an isomorphism between 
ar/ci@R(b);br/bi and a/a2@Reb/b2. These facts together result in an isomorphism 
a/at&c b/b2 4 St(R, a, 6). 
4.5. From the exact sequence in 4.2 it follows that the kernel of the homomorphism 
a/a2& b/b2 2 K2 (R, a) 
is isomorphic to the cokernel of the excision homomorphism 
K3(R, a)-+K:,(R/b, a + b/b). 
So if w is not injective, then the excision homomorphism is not surjective, a 
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phenomenon that does not occur for Ko, KI and K2. An example of this is the 
following (see [7] for details): take R = HC2, the group ring of the cyclic group C2 of 
order 2; let t be the generator of C2, take a = (1 - t) and b = (1 + t). Then a/a2@ b/b2 
has two elements and IJI is the trivial map. So also the cokernel of K2(HC2, (1 + t))-+ 
Kz(h, (2)) consists of two elements. 
4.6. Lemma 4.3 generalizes the computation of Dennis and Krusemeyer [2] of 
K2(R[X, Y]/(XY)): it yields a split short exact sequence 
O+R-+Kt(R[X, Y]/, WY)), (X)/(XY))+Kz(R]Xl, (X))-‘O. 
Putting as usual 
NK2(R) = Ker(Kz(R[X]) K2(C) K2(R)) 
(where E : R[X] +R is the map ecf(X)) =f(O)), this sequence reads 
O+R+K2(R[X, Y]/(XY), (X)/(XY))+NK2(R)+O. 
Hence 
K2(R[X, YI/(XY))~:K~(R(YI)OK~(R[X, YlWYhWVWY)) 
zK~(R)@NK~(R)@NK~(R)@R. 
In particular for R regular one has 
K2(R[X, Y]/(XY))=K2(R)@R. 
5. The relative KS 
5.1. From [4] it follows that the relative K2 can be obtained by the following 
construction: let (R, a) E R’, then K2(R, a) is determined by the exactness of 
K2(R(a)2,0 x 0 x a) /. K2(R(a)l, 0 x a) h. K2 (R, a) 
where 
R(a)2={(fo,fl,f2)ER31fo-f1,fo-f2Ea), 
R(a)l= {(fo=f~)ER21fo-flEa}, 
fO(fe, fl, f2) = (fir f2)r 
fl(f(h ft. f2) = (fov f2), 
fO(fa fl) = (f0, fo1 fl), 
h(fo,fl)=fl. 
Note that because the ideals are split: 
K2(R(a)2,0 x 0 x a) = Ker(Kz(R(a)z)+K2(R(a)l)), 
Kz(R(a)l,O x a) = Ker(Kz(R(a)I)+K2R). 
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This construction is a modification of Stein’s relativization construction and gives 
correct relative groups not only for Kz but also for the functors 
Ko, KI, GL, E, St. 
From the example in 4.5 it follows that this construction does not give the correct 
relative K3. In this section I will show that for K3 this construction gives a group 
which injects into the relative K3. First in 5.2 a more simplicial description of this 
relativization is given. 
5.2. Let X (=(X,, d;,s,)) be a simplicial set. Then a simplicial set X’( = (%, d;,s;)) 
can be formed as follows: 
X’,=Xn+1, 
d’i=d; (i=O, . . . ,n), 
S)=Sj (j=O,...,n). 
A simplicial map p : X’+ X is given by pn = d, + I. 
Let (R, a) E R’. Take for X the simplicial ring R(a) defined by 
R(a)n={(ror...rm)Iro~...~fm(mod a)}, 
d;(m . . . . m)=(ro, . . . . ii ,..., rrl) (i=O ,..., n), 
sj(fl& . . . . m)=(T& . . . . rj,rj ,..., m) (i=O ,..., n). 
Then p : R(a)‘+R(a) is a simplicial homomorphism satisfying 
Kerp,={(O,...,O,a)~R”CZ~a~a). 
Let F be a group valued functor on R. Define the relutivization F’ : R’-+Gr to be 
F’(R, a) = no(Ker FP)). 
Then for example St’(R, a) = St(R, a), Ki(R, a) = K2(R, a). We will investigate 
KM a). 
5.3. Lemma. Let p : R(a)‘-+R(a) be as above. Then 
n,(Ker(St(p))) = 0 for n L 2. 
Proof. Form a Cartesian square 
R(a) *’ ” ) R(a)* 
4’ I I Q 
R(a) p R(a) 
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of simplicial rings: R(a)* is defined by 
R(a),*= R(a)n + I, 
d:=d;+~ (i=O, . . . ,n), 
s,*=s,+1 (j=o, . . . ,n); 
the simplicial homomorphism q is defined by qn = du (n 10). The rest of the square is 
obtained by applying the construction described in 5.2. 
In dimension n we have a Cartesian square 
R(a)” + 2 - R(a)” + I
R(ah+ 1 ---+ R(a)“. 
Since these squares are split for all n?O we have split short exact sequences 
1 +St(R(a) n+?,an+z,bn+2)-*St(R(a)n+2,an+z)’St(R(a)n+I,an-l)~l 
where 
an= ((0, . . . . 0, a) E R(a),, 1 a E a}, 
bn={(a,O,..., O)ER(a)nlaEa}. 
The doubly relative Steinberg groups are all isomorphic: an easy consequence of 
Theorem 4.4. Therefore the simplicial homomorphism 
(Ker St@*)>-(Ker St@)> 
has a kernel with all R,, for nl 1 equal to 0. Also 
n,,(Ker St@*)) = 0 
for all n 2 1, since there is a contracting homotopy given by sn + 2 : R(a),* -*R(a),*+, . It 
follows that 
n,,(Ker St(p)) = 0 for all n L 2. 
5.4. Lemma. Let (R, a) E R’. Then there is a functorial exact sequence of groups: 
O+K3(R,a)+St(GR,G(R,a),Ker e(R))dSt(GR,G(R,a))+St(R,a)-1 
(whereGandeareasin (1.1) and G(R,a)=Ker(GR*G(R/a))). 
Proof. The exact sequence is a part of the long exact sequence of the pair of ideals 
(CR, G(R, a), Ker E(R)) E R” which corresponds with the commutative square 
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GR- G(R/a) 
R - R/a. 
Note that K3(GR, G(R, a)) = 0 because we have a split short exact sequence 
O+K3(GR, G(R, a))~K3(GR)~K3(G(R/a))~O 
while Kj(GR) = 0 and KJ(G(R/a)) = 0. 
5.5. Theorem. Let (R, a) E R. Then we have an exact sequence 
O~Kj(R,a)~K~(R,a)~a/a2~~~a/a2~K2(R(a)~,Oxa)~K2(R,a)~O. 
(Note that K2(R(a), 0 x a) = Kq(R, a), where Ki denotes the Stein relativization of 
K2). 
Proof. (R(a)r, at, br) E R” (notation as in 5.3) gives an exact sequence 
K3(R(a)l,at)~K3(R,a)~K2(R(a)l,al,bl)~Kz(R(a)l,al)~K2(R,a)~O. 
K2(R(a)I, at, br) has been computed in 4.4: 
Kl(R(a)l,al, br)saa/a:@~t~); bl/b:=aa/a2@~*b/b2. 
It is clear that the map KJ(R(a), al)+KJ(R, a) factors through Kj(R, a). It remains to 
prove that Kj(R, a)-+KJ(R, a) is injective. We will prove that the composition 
KS(R, a)+KdR, a)+St(GR, G(R, a), Ker E(R)) 
is injective, where the last homomorphism is the one which occurs in the exact 
sequence of Lemma 5.4. 
For each pair (R(a)n,an)e R’, n~0, we have the exact sequence of Lemma 5.4. 
These exact sequences form an exact sequence of simplicial groups. 
For simplicity we will denote this sequence as 
Decompose this sequence into two short exact sequences 
and 
O+A-B+X*l 
l-+X*C+D-‘l. 
Since the ideal G(R,a) in CR splits, i.e. CR +G(R/a) has a section, the simplicial 
group C has a contracting homotopy. Therefore lrnC = 0 for all n 2 1. According to 
Lemma 5.3 we have n,,D =O for n~2. Hence nnX=O for n 11. In particular 
Doubly relative K-theory and the relative KJ 
IZIX= 0. Therefore the induced map noA +noB is 
augmentations 
A + Kz(R, a), B--St(GR, G(R, a), Ker E(R)) 
we obtain a commutative square 
(K’dR, a) = )rtaA --+ 7~oB 
53 
injective. Using the 
K3(R, a) - St(GR, G(R, a), Ker E(R)). 
Since the doubly relative Steinberg group is a right exact functor the right hand 
vertical map is an isomorphism. This proves the theorem. 
5.6. In the case of R = iZ and a = (2) the exact sequence of 5.5 is the sequence 
O-‘B/SZ+Z/16Z+E/2Z 0 Z/22 A E/2Z-+O 
The isomorphism K3(Z, (2)) I Z/16E follows from the exactness of 
&@/(2))-+K#!, (2))~K3(Z)~K3(H/(2))~K2(H, (2))+Kz(H)+K2@/2)-‘0 
II 111 111 111 Ill II 
0 Z/482 H/3H Z/2Z Z/22 0 
the groups K&Z/(2)) being computed by Quillen [B] and K3(Z) by Lee and Szcarba 
161. 
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